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ized his missionary White Fathers: curious allies of the anti-
clerical Jules Ferry.1 Before long, in Tonkin, civil governors
replaced the naval officers and French law was imposed—often
with unhappy results. Meanwhile Colonels Lyautey and Gal-
lieni had gained colonial experience. Soon Paul Doumer, as
Governor-General, was to develop the economic resources and
opportunities of the new possessions, and Albert Sarraut was
to increase the measure of native participation in their govern-
ment. When Gallieni took over from General Duchesne, the
task of conquering Madagascar, he was able to apply his
'splash of oil' principle which had proved so effective in Annam:
that is, to pacify certain strategic areas, establish firmly law
and order and French administration, and trust to the * oil-
stain5 spreading quietly and attracting other areas anxious for
peace. The methods of the men on the spot were as undog-
matic and opportunist as the political atmosphere at home in
the same years was doctrinaire and extremist. The two fields of
activity—the colonial and the domestic—were complementary
in many ways, and attracted opposite kinds of personality.
It was the gradual acquisition of French West Africa and
French Equatorial Africa in the last decades of the century
which forced France to accept more openly her colonial re-
sponsibilities and to formulate a more systematic policy. Only
in 1894 was a permanent Ministry of Colonies set up (with no
authority over North Africa), but frequent changes of ministry
negatived its influence over policy. Governorships too often
became political consolation prizes. For lack of a clearly
thought-out policy, colonial resources were wasted or abused,
or else a wooden desire for uniformity and 'assimilation' served
as a substitute for policy. Brazza, officially employed as an
explorer by the Ministry of Public Instruction, became the
high-souled agent of ruthless commercial exploitation. The
incursion of France, as of most other European powers, into
tropical lands produced periods of squalid commercialism and
cruel administration. But such periods were less the result of
deliberate policy than of negligence and indifference in Par-
1 On Jules Ferry see A. Rambaud: Jules Ferry (1903). On mis-
sionary activities see above, Chapter II, p. 66.

